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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to determine the structure of the block 
ideals of the group algebra FG of the finite p-nilpotent group G over the 
arbitrary field F of characteristic p > 0 without using the theory of characters 
of finite groups. 
Since the block ideals B of the group algebra FG are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with the centrally primitive idempotents e of FG and with 
the (equivalence classes of) linear characters X of the center ZFG of FG, 
a block of FG is denoted by B cf e t) A. With Rosenberg’s [12] (elementary) 
notion of the defect d(B) of the block B t+ et) X the main result of this 
paper can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a $nite 
p-nilpotent group with p-complement N such that 1 G : N / = pa. Then the 
block B et e t) A of the group algebra FG with defect d(B) = d has the following 
properties: 
(a) B tf e t) h covers a unique G-conjugacy class of blocks b tt f  t) p 
of the group algebra FN, and e = &, fsj, where {gj E G 1 j = 1, 2 ,..., t} 
is a transversal of the inertia group To(b) of b tt f  t) p in G. 
(b) The Jacobson radical J(B) of B has F-vector-space dimension 
dim,J(B) = ($9 - 1) pa-dt dim,b. 
(c) B contains a unique indecomposable projective FG-module Q and a 
unique simple FG-module W. 
(d) Every composition series of Q has length m = pd. 
(e) If  M is the unique simple FN-module of b, then there are uniquely 
determined positive integers r and z such that 
(1) T = M OmFG z’FGQ~, 
(2) WpN ~FN (Zi=, 0 M 63 g#, and 
(3) rtz = p”-d. 
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Using Theorem 3.7 it is easy to see that Q occurs s = rtq times as a direct 
summand of the block ideal B, where q is the length of any composition 
series of the FN-module b. Therefore the Cartan matrix C = (cij) of the 
block B t f  e tf  X is an s x s diagonal matrix with cii =: pa for i =- 1, 2,..., 
s = rtq (Remark 3.8). I f  B tt et) h is a block of FG with highest defect 
d(B) = a, then r = 1 = z (Remark 3.9). But in general Y =/I 1 as easy 
examples show. Always Y < ph, where ph is the highest power of p dividing 
dim,M (Corollary 3.10). Though this bound is best possible and though r 
is always a power ofp by Theorem 3.7, equality does not hold (Remark 3.11). 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 splits into two parts. In Section 2 it is proved 
under the assumption that F be a splitting field for G (Proposition 2.4). 
Since in this case t = pa-d by Lemma 2.1, Y = 1 = z. Of course that Y ==~: 1 
also follows from J. A. Green’s (deep) Theorem on the induced FG-modules 
of absolutely indecomposable FN-modules. [2, Theorem 81. Furthermore, 
the fact that z = 1 also could be derived from Srinivasan’s paper [13] where 
the theory of characters of finite groups is used. The proof of Proposition 2.4 
given here is short and very elementary. Then in Section 3 an easy ring- 
theoretical proof is given for Reynold’s recent result [ 1 l] asserting that every 
block of the group algebra FG of the p-nilpotent group G over the arbitrary 
field F contains a unique simple FG-module (Corollary 3.6). By means of 
these auxiliary results the proof of Theorem 3.7 is then completed in Section 3. 
Throughout this paper uniqueness of an FG-module X in a block 
B t+ e tf h of the group algebra FG means uniqueness up to FG-module 
isomorphisms. Concerning our terminology we refer to Curtis and Reiner [I], 
Huppert [5], Lambek [7] and R osenberg [12]. Our notation is that of Passman 
[IO] which is common. 
The author is indebted to Professor B. Huppert for several helpful remarks 
and communicating another proof of Proposition 2.4. 
2. PROOFOF THEOREM 3.7 FOR SPLITTING FIELDS 
In this section, Theorem 3.7 is proved under the assumption that the 
field F of characteristic p > 0 be a splitting field for the finite p-nilpotent 
group G of order 1 G 1 = pug, where ( p, g) = 1. But we do not assume 
throughout this section that F be a splitting field for G unless stated 
otherwise. 
The group G is called p-nilpotent if G contains a normal subgroup N 
whose order is not divisible by p such that G/N is a p-group. As is well 
known N is uniquely determined by G and it is called thep-complement of G. 
Furthermore, G = NP and N n P = 1 for every p-Sylow subgroup P of G. 
(See Huppert [5], p. 427). 
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The following definition is basic for this paper. 
DEFINITION [lo]. I f  N is a normal subgroup of the finite group G, and 
if b tf  f  t) TV is a block of the group algebraFN, then Z’,(b) = (x E G 1 b” = b} 
is the inertia group of b t-) f f--f p in G. 
Let bjt+fj++pI,j = 1, 2 ,..., t, be the distinct conjugates of b etft) y. 
Then a = cf=a fj is a central idempotent of the group algebra FG. Therefore 
a = xi=, ei, where each ei is a centrally primitive idempotent of FG. 
Each block Bit--t e, t+ hi of FG covers each block bj cs fj t) pi of FN. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  F is a $eld of characteristic p > 0, and if N is the p- 
complement of the finite p-nilpotent group G, then the following statements 
hold: 
(a) Every block B t) e c-) X of group algebra FG covers a unique 
G-conjugacy class of blocks b t+ f f-) TV of the group algebra FN, and 
e = t f”‘, 
j=l 
where (gj E G j j = 1,2,..., t} is a transversal of the inertia group To(b) in G. 
(b) If d = d(B) is the defect of the block B t+ e ts A of FG, then 
j G : N j 3 tpd. 
(c) If F is a splitting Jield for N, then 1 G : N j = tpd. 
Proof. (a) Clearly every block B ts e H h of the group algebra FG 
covers a unique G-conjugacy class of blocks b t) f  tt TV of the group algebra 
FN. Let {gj E G / j = 1, 2 ,..., t} be a transversal of the inertia group T,(b) 
in G. Then 
x = 1 f”f = e, + e2 + 1.. + e, 
j=l 
for uniquely determined centrally primitive idempotents ei E FG, 
i = 1, 2,..., Y. By Osima’s Theorem [9] each of these idempotents ei of FG 
is a linear combination of p-regular class sums of G. Hence ei E T = 
ZFG n ZFN, because every p-regular element of G belongs to N. By Lemma 
5 of [8] x is a primitive idempotent of T. Hence r = 1, and (a) holds. 
(b) If  6(B) is a defect group of B ti e t) X, then because of (a) Theorem 
2.3(e) of [4] asserts that 
4 To(b)I) 2 4 NV)I) = 4 
because N consists of p-regular elements. As N < T,(b) < G and 
) G/N 1 = pa for some a > 1, it follows that 1 G : N / >, tpd. 
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(c) If  F is a splitting field for N, then Theorem 2.3(f) of [4] implies 
that 
v(i T,(b)!) := v(1 N S(B)l) = d. 
Hence i G : N 1 = tp”. 
The following lemma is well known for group algebras FG over splitting 
fields, see e.g. P. Fong [3], p. 270. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a$eld of characteristic p > 0. Suppose that the order 
of the normal subgroup N of the finite group G is not divisible by p. If  a is a 
primitive idempotent of the block ideal b = fFN of the group algebra FN, then 
TG(aFN) = {g E G j aFN grN aFNg) = To(b) = {g E G 1 bg = b}. 
Proof. Since b = fFN is a homogeneous component of the semisimple 
Artinian ring FN, aFN = aFNg if and only if aFNg < b which is equivalent 
to aFNg = aFNgf. Hence g E F,(aFN) if and only if gfg-l = f.  
The following well-known result is usually proved using the orthogonality 
relations of the characters. But it also has a straightforward ringtheoretical 
proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0 which is a splitting 
field for the finite group G. If  p does not divide the order of G, then p also does 
not divide the vector space dimension dim,V of every simple FG-module 1,'. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F be a splitting field of characteristic p > 0 for the 
finite p-nilpotent group G of order 1 G 1 = paq, where ( p, q) = 1. Let N be 
the p-complement of G. If  B t) e t) h is a block of the group algebra FG with 
defect d(B) = d, then the following assertions hold: 
(a) There is a unique G-conjugacy class of blocks b t-) f  t-, p of the group 
algebra FN such that 
e = i f”j, 
i=l 
where {gj E G 1 j = 1, 2,..., t} is a transversal of the inertia group To(f) in G 
(b) If  M is the unique simple FN-module of b, then T = M @rN FG 
is the unique indecomposable projective right FG-module of B, and the unique 
simple right FG-module W of B is as an FN-module isomorphic to 
(c) If  J(B) is the Jacobson radical of B, then 
dim, J(B) = ( pd - 1) dim, Wz = ( p” - 1) pP(a-d) dim, b. 
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Proof. (a) follows at once from Lemma 2.1(a). 
(b) As b = fFN is a simple Artinian ring by Maschke’s theorem, 
we may assume that M = afFN, where a is a primitive idempotent of FN 
contained in b. Thus 
T = M gFNFG z aFG = C @ aFNd, 
dEP 
(1) 
where P is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Since F is a splitting field for G, the 
block ideal B = eFG contains only one simple FG-module IV by Theorem 
13(b) of [8]. The injective hull Q of W is therefore the only indecomposable 
projective right FG-module of B, because FG is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Thus Clifford’s Theorem asserts that 
(2) 
for some integer x >, 1, because T,(f) = T,(M) = (g E G j M =FN Mg} 
by Lemma 2.2. Since therefore W,,,, is completely reducible, the Frobenius 
reciprocity Theorem (see Huppert [5, p. 5511) asserts that W occurs z times 
as a direct summand in the socle of the projective right FG-Module T. 
Hence T = Q, because FG is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Thus it suffices to 
show that z = 1. 
Let m be the length of a composition series of Q. Then dim,Q = m dim, W, 
and dim, T = mx dim, W. If q is the length of a composition series of the 
FN-module b, then (a), (1) and (2) therefore imply 
dim, B = t2qmz2 dim, aFN = t2mz2 dim, b. (3) 
By Lemma 2.1(c) t = pamd, because F is a splitting field for G. Hence (a) 
implies 
dim, B = p2apd dim, b. (4) 
Thus by (3) and (4) we have 
m.9 = pd. (5) 
Therefore p divides z if x = 1. As dim, T = z dim, Q and since pa divides 
dim,Q by Dickson’s Lemma it follows that pafl divides dim, T = 
pa dim, aFN. But p does not divide dim, aFN by Lemma 2.3. Hence z = 1, 
and (b) holds. 
(c) Because of (a) and (b) B gPo Tgt and T me Q. Since m = pd and 
since W is the unique simple FG-module of B it follows that 
dim, J(B) = ( pd - 1) qt dim, W. 
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By another application of (b) we have q dim, W = t dim, b. Hence 
dim, J(B) = ( pd - 1) p2(u-d) dim, b, (6) 
because t = papa by Lemma 2.1(c). 
Since F is a splitting field, q = dim,aFN. Therefore (b) and (6) also 
imply 
dimF J(B) = ( pd - l)(dim, W)z, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
(7) 
3. PROOFOF THEOREM 3.7 
Using the results of Section 2 the proof of Theorem 3.7 is completed in 
this paragraph. 
For the convenience of the reader, we restate the following useful Lemma 
which is proved in Kawada [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let E be an 
extension field of F. If B ts e t+ h is a block of the group algebra FG of the finite 
group G with defect groups 6(B) ==o D, then there are Jinitely many blocks 
Bi” u ei* t) hi* of the group algebra EG with defect groups 6(Bi*) =o D 
such that 
e = el* + ez* + 1.. + e,*. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be afield of characteristicp > 0 and let E be an extension 
field of F which is a splitting field for the p-complement N of the finite p-nilpotent 
group G. Suppose that 
IG:N[ =pa. 
If b H f t-) p is a block of the group algebra FN which is covered by the block 
B f-t et) h of the group algebra FG with defect d(B) = d, and zf To(f) 
is the inertia group of b u f f-) TV in G, then there are Jinitely many centrally 
primitive idempotents fi* of the group algebra EN such that the following 
assertions hold: 
(a) f  =fi* +fi* + ... +fn*. 
(b) ~(1 To(f$*)j) = d, for i = I,2 ,..., n. 
(c) If  {gijEGlj = 1,2,..., ti} is a transversal of TG(fi*) in G, then 
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is a centrally primitive idempotent of the group algebra EG and ti = pa-d for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(d) The block idempotents ei* can be ordered such that 
e = el* + e2* + ... + e,* 
for some integer 1 < k < n satisfying tn = paedk. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(e), e = ci=r fgj. From Lemma 3.1 follows that 
there are primitive idempotentsfi*, i = 1, 2,..., n of the center ZEN of EN 
such that 
f  =fl* +fi* + ... +fn*. 
By Lemma 2.1, every block bi* f+ fi* t+ pi* of EN is covered by a unique 
block Bi* H ei* +-+ Ai* of EG. If {gij E G 1 j = 1,2,..., ti} is a transversal 
of To(f$*) in G, then 
by Lemma 2.1(a). Therefore e = C& xi=, (fi*)gj implies that the 
idempotents {ei* 1 i = 1,2,..., n} can be ordered such that 
e = e,* + ez* + ... + ek* for some 1 < k < n. 
Since each ei* is a centrally primitive idempotent of EG, this decomposition 
is unique. Hence, if S(&*) is a defect group of the block Bi* t) ei* f-) hi* 
of EG, then S(Bi*) =o S(B) by Lemma 3.1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Hence 
Lemma 2.1(c) implies 
ti = j G : T,(f,*)j = / G : N l/I 6(Bi*)l = pa-d. 
Therefore pa-dk = tn and ~(1 TG(fi*)l) = d for i = 1, 2,..., n, which 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
For the sake of completeness, we state the following well-known result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If  J(FG) is the J ace son b radical of the group algebra 
FG of the jnite group G over the field F of characteristic p > 0, then FGI J(FG) 
is a separable algebra over F. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let E be an 
extension field of F. 
If  B t) e et /\ is a block of the group algebra FG of the jnite group G over 
the field F, then 
JP @F B) = E @F J(B), 
where J(A) denotes the Jacobson radical of the ring A. 
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The proof of Corollary 3.4 follows at once from Proposition 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If  FG is the group algebra of the Jinite group G over the 
jeld F of characteristic p > 0, then every block ideal B of the group algebra FG 
splits over its Jacobson radical J(B). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 3.4 and the theorem of 
Wedderburn and Malcev ([l], p. 491). 
As a corollary of Proposition 2.4 we now easily obtain the following result 
which recently was proved by W. F. Reynolds ([l 11, Corollary 4) using a 
relation between the blocks and the F-conjugacy classes of group algebras 
FG of finite groups G over arbitrary fields F of characteristic p > 0. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Every block of the group algebra FG of the j%te p- 
nilpotent group G contains a unique simple FG-module. 
Proof. Let B t-) e H h be a block of the group algebra FG which defect 
d having more than one simple FG-module. Then B/J(B) is not a simple 
Artinian ring, where J(B) denotes the Jacobson radical of B. Since B splits 
over J(B) by Corollary 3.5, there exists a subring S s B/J(B) of B such that 
S r\ J(B) = 0 and B = S + J(B). A s e is the identity element of B it 
follows that the idempotent e lies in S. Thus e = e, + ea , 0 # ei E S, 
where e, and ea are orthogonal central idempotents of the ring S. 
Let E be the algebraic closure of F. Then by Lemma 3.1 there are finitely 
many blocks Bi* f--t ei* t+ Ai* of the group algebra FG with defect 
~(1 S(Bi*)l) = d such that 
(1) e = e,* + e2* + ..’ + en*. 
Because of Corollary 3.4 S z B/J(B) is a separable F-algebra, and 
(a) EOFB =EcB~S+EOFJ(B). 
(b) E OF S n E @r J(B) = 0. 
(4 E OF J(B) = ICE OF B). 
Hence (1) implies that 
(d) Bi* = ei*(E @r B) = ei*(E OF S) + J(Bi*), 
(e) e,*(E @r S) n J(Bi*) = 0. 
Since E is a splitting field for G, Proposition 2.4 asserts that Bi* is a quasi- 
local ring. Hence ei*(E OF S) is a simple Artinian ring with identity element 
ei*. Therefore (I), (d), and (e) imply that the set {e,* / i = 1, 2,..., n} consists 
of all centrally primitive idempotents of E OF S and of all centrally primitive 
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idempotents of E OF B. As e, and es are orthogonal central idempotents of 
E OF S, we may assume that 
e, = e,* + e2* + *a. + et* and e2 = e,*,, + e,*,, + .** + en* 
for some integer k with 1 < R < n. Therefore e, and es lie in the center of 
EG = E oFFG. In particular, e, and e2 are central idempotents of FG. 
Thus e = e, + ea is not a centrally primitive idempotent of FG. This 
contradiction proves Corollary 3.8. 
By means of these auxiliary results we now can prove the main result of 
this paper which is a generalization of Proposition 2.4 for arbitrary fields 
F of characteristic p > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. (a) follows immediately from Lemma 2.1(a). 
(b) Let E be any extension field of F which is a splitting field for G, 
e.g., the algebraic closure of F. By Lemma 3.2 there are finitely many 
centrally primitive idempotents fi* of the group algebra EN such that 
f  =.fi* +.f2* + ... +.fn*, (1) 
4 Tdfi*N = d for i = 1, 2,..., n (2) 
If  {gij E G ij = 1, 2,..., ti} is a transversal of TG(fi*) in G, 
then e,* = C:l;, (fi*)gij . is a centrally primitive idempotent (3) 
of EG, and ti = papd for i = I, 2 ,..., n. 
The idempotents {ei* / i = 1, 2,..., B} can be ordered such 
that e = e,* + e2* + ... + eL* for some integer 1 < R < n (4) 
satisfying tn = pa-dk. 
Hence, if bi* is the block ideal offi* in EN and B,* is the block ideal of e,* 
in EG, then Proposition 2.4 asserts that 
dim, J(Bi*) = (pdcBi*) - 1) p2(a-d(Bd*)) dim, biw, 
where d(B,*) is the defect of the block Bi* t+ ei* t) &* of the group 
algebra EG. By Lemma 3.1 we obtain form (3) and (4) that 
Hence 
d(Bi*) = d = d(B) for i= I,2 ,..., n. 
dim, J(Bi*) = ( pd - 1) pz(a-d) dim, b,*. 
Thus another application of (4) yields 
dim, J(e EG) = (p” - I) P’(~-‘) (il d&h*), 
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and 
t f  dim, bj* = paPd $ dim bi*. 
j=l i=l 
Since E OF b b,* + b,* + ... + b,* by (I), and since 
dim,(E OF b) = dim, b, 
it follows 
dim, J(e EG) = ( pd - 1) p(a-d)t dim, b. (5) 
Since J(E OF B) = J(e EG) = E OF J(B) by Corollary 3.4 we obtain from 
(5) that 
dim, J(B) = ( pd - 1) p(a-d)t dim, b, 
which completes the proof of (b). 
(c) holds by Corollary 3.6. 
(d) Let m be the length of a composition series of the indecomposable 
projective FG-module Q belonging to B. If  W is the simple FG-module 
of B, then 
dim,Q = m dim, W. (6) 
By Lemma 3.2 we know that 
dim, B = pat dim, b. (7) 
As Q is the unique indecomposable projective FG-module of B there is an 
integer s > 1 such that B = Qs. Thus 
dim,Q = rlpat dim, b. (8) 
Since B is a quasi-local Artinian ring by (c) we obtain from (b) that 
and 
dim,QZJ(B) = s-l( pd - l)~~-~t dimF b, 
dim, W = s-lpa-dt dim, b, (9) 
because Q/QJ(B) z W. From (6), (8) and (9) follows at once that m = pd, 
and (d) holds. 
(e) As b =fFN is a simple Artinian ring by Maschke’s Theorem 
we may assume that M = uFN, where a is a primitive idempotent of FN. 
Thus 
T=M@,FG=aFG= c @aFNd, 
dsP 
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where P is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. As T is a finitely generated projective 
right FG-module, T = Qr for a uniquely determined integer r 3 1. Further- 
more, we may assume that the unique simple FG-module W belonging to B 
is contained in Q, because FG is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Hence Clifford’s 
Theorem implies that there is a unique integer x > 1 such that 
(11) 
because TG(f) = T,(M) = (g E G j M g:FN Mg) by Lemma 2.2. Therefore 
Thus (d) implies 
dimF W = tz dim, aFN. 02) 
dim, T = rpdtz dim, aFN. 
From (13) and (10) follows immediately 
rtz = pa-d, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
(14) 
Remark 3.8. Suppose that B tf et) h is a block of the group algebra 
FG with defect d(B) = d where G is a finite p-nilpotent group with p- 
complement N and where F is a field of characteristic p > 0. Then B e, e tt X 
covers a unique G-conjugacy class of blocks b ~ftt ,LL of FN. Let t be the 
index of the inertia group T,(b) in G. If  q is the length of any composition 
series of the simple Artinian ring b = fFN, then the proof of Theorem 3.7 
also shows that the unique indecomposable projective FG-module Q of B 
occurs s = rtq times as a direct summand where r is the integer determined 
in Theorem 3.7(e). Therefore Theorem 3.7(c) implies that the Cartan matrix 
of the block B t) et--) h is an s x s matrix C = (cij), where cij = 0 for 
i # j and cii = pd for i = 1, 2 ,..., s = rtq. 
Remark 3.9. Clearly Theorem 3.7 contains Proposition 2.4, because if 
F is a splitting field for the p-complement N of the p-nilpotent group G 
then Lemma 2.1(c) asserts that t = p-d. Hence Theorem 3.7(e) implies 
r=l=z and Proposition 2.4 follows. Without any restriction on the 
ground field F the full assertion of Proposition 2.4 holds for the blocks 
B t) e f-) X of FG with highest defect d(B) = a, because Theorem 3.7(e) 
then asserts that 
which implies 
rtz =p” = 1, 
r=l=a. 
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But in general the full assertion of Proposition 2.4(b) is not true. For, let F 
be the field with two elements and let G be the symmetric group on three 
letters. Then G is a 2-nilpotent group. If  B f-f et) X is the only block of 
FG with defect zero, then it is easy to see that Y = 2. 
COROLLARY 3.10. With the notation of Theorem 3.7 the following statement 
holds: If  ph is the highest power of p dividing dim, M, then Y < ph. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 dim,Q = pdtz dim, M and r = t-?rlpa-“. 
Since pa divides dim,Q by Dickson’s Lemma it follows that Y < pL where 
ph is the highest power of p dividing dim, M. 
Remark 3.11. As the example of Remark 3.9 shows the upper bound for 
Y given in Corollary 3.10 is the best possible. On the other side Y # ph 
in general though Y is a power ofp by Theorem 3.7. For, let G be the dihedral 
group of order 10 and let F be the field with two elements. Then G is a 
2-nilpotent group whose 2-complement H = (1, a, a2, a3, a4} is a cyclic 
group of order 5. The group algebra FG has two block idempotents 
and 
e, = 1 + a + a2 + a3 + a4, 
e, = a + a2 + a3 + a4, 
where e, is of highest defect and e2 has defect zero. The block B, t-) e2 t+ h, 
of FG covers the block b t) f f-f  p of FH, where f = e2 . Furthermore, 
M = fFH is the only simple FH-module belonging to b = fFH = M. 
Clearly dim, M = 4. It is easy to see that e2 splits in FG into the two 
orthogonal primitive idempotents 
and 
x1 = a2 + a4 + ac + a3c, 
x2 = a + a3 + ac + u3c, 
where c E G satisfies ca = a-%. Hence Y = 2 by Theorem 3.7, but 4 = 22 
is the highest power of 2 dividing dim, M. 
Remark 3.12. Finally we should like to mention that Theorem 3.7(b) 
actually can be used to determine the F-vector space dimension of the 
Jacobson radical of group algebras of a larger class of finite groups than the 
p-nilpotent groups. For, let G be an extension of a finite p-nilpotent group 
H by a p’-group K. Then the Theorem of Villamayor [14] asserts that 
dimF J(FG) = 1 K / dim, J(FH). 
Thus using Theorem 3.7(b) it is easy to compute dim, J(FH). 
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